Eliciting speech with sentence lists – a critical evaluation with special emphasis on segmental anchoring
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Abstract

We show on the basis of German that prosodic patterns change in the course of a traditional sentence-list elicitation. Two frequent methods are analyzed: sentence-frame and syntax-frame elicitations. While only the sentences of the sentence-frame elicitation show an increase in speaking rate, both elicitation methods cause a drastic reduction in the alignment variability of nuclear pitch-accent rises. So, the starting point for the idea of segmental anchoring, i.e. the characteristic stable alignment of L and H targets, could primarily be due to a training effect based on the continuous production of analogously constructed or identical carrier sentences. Detailed pitch-accent analyses also offer alternative interpretations for anchoring patterns. Methodologically, in order to avoid training effects in pitch-accent production, our findings suggest using the syntax-frame method and short sentence lists of 40 items or less.

Index Terms: elicitation, intonation, F0, segmental anchoring.

1. Introduction

It is now 15 years ago that Arvaniti, Ladd, and Mennen (cf. [1]) made the influential observation that the edges of (prenuclear) pitch-accent rises in Greek show a remarkably invariant alignment relative to segmental landmarks. More specifically, unless the duration of the accentuated syllable and the resulting temporal interval between the segmental landmarks was extremely short, the F0 minimum of the rise onset always occurred right before the accentuated-syllable onset, and the F0 maximum of the rise offset was consistently realized closely after the onset of the first postaccentual vowel. This phenomenon, for which Arvaniti et al. coined the term ‘segmental anchoring’, has since then been replicated and/or refined in numerous studies across many languages like English [2], Dutch [3], German [4,20], Russian [5], Japanese [6], and Mandarin Chinese [7].

There are to main reasons why the notion of segmental anchoring was so appealing to the intonational community. Firstly, it provides a very simple and powerful account of the phonetic variation of pitch accents and their phonological differences within and across languages. Secondly, and more importantly, segmental anchoring lends itself to an autosegmental-metrical interpretation, in which rise onset and offset represent separate tonal events – L and H – whose consistent alignments reflect a (secondary) phonological association of each tone with the segmental string, in addition to the (primary) phonological association of the entire pitch accent with the accentuated syllable. Thus, segmental anchoring suggests that it is the tonal alignment of L and H that speakers control across different segmental and prosodic contexts, whereas the F0 shape or slope in between L and H can vary largely across contexts, unlike predicted by contour models like the IPO model (cf. [8]). In this way, segmental anchoring was often considered to have resolved the level vs. contour debate in intonational phonology in favour of the level-based approach.

Apart from the fact that other contour models such as the Kiel Intonation Model, KIM [9], do not make strict claims about the invariance of shapes or slopes, but rather define contours and phonological differences between them in terms of fundamental curvature characteristics (e.g., peak vs. valley, or convex vs. concave) and the interplay of F0 elements (e.g., a change of element A causes a predictable change of elements B and C), segmental anchoring has also been subject of critical discussion, cf. [10,11,12]. The present paper deals with an under-studied aspect of this discussion: elicitation methods, and how they can affect – and especially reduce – the alignment variability of the L and H targets of pitch-accent rises.

In a strict, literal understanding of the term, segmental anchoring presupposes that the alignments of L and H show a petty inter- and intra-subject variability; and in fact, for a matter-of-fact elicitation condition in which everything else may be considered equal, the observed variability is typically extremely low, particularly for L targets. It is understandable against this background that some papers on segmental anchoring report only grand means and refrain from providing any measures of dispersion (e.g., [4]). The matter-of-fact condition in which segmental anchoring is virtually exceptionally investigated is a list of syntactically analogously constructed isolated sentences. Speakers produce these sentences one after the other with a constant type of (broad-focus) pitch accent on grammatically determined, sonorous target words. Moreover, the sentences of a list are frequently repeated several times in separate blocks or in an overall randomized order; the lists, in turn, are additionally repeated at different speaking rates.

This paper is an initial attempt to critically evaluate this elicitation method. Based on our own experience with the elicitation of speech data, we wonder whether reading isolated sentences is really merely an efficient means to peel off or control all linguistic, paralinguistic, and micro-prosodic influences on pitch-accent alignment so that the underlying segmental anchoring can become observable. Isn’t it also possible that the characteristic invariant L and H alignment of segmental anchoring is actually created or at least considerably facilitated by the sentence-list elicitation method? Speech production is essentially a muscular task; and as for every muscular task, repetitive training in a controlled, undisturbed environment reduces variability and increases precision, efficiency, and speed [21]. A list of 100-200 or even more isolated sonorous sentences looks like an ideal training ground. It allows speakers to (unconsciously) train their pitch accent production and timing, undisturbed by syntactic and prosodic variation, communicative purposes, and interference of voiceless segments, so that they can achieve a level of precision and constancy that would hardly be achievable in everyday speech.

Initial evidence in favour of this assumption comes from the study of [13] on the segmental anchoring of late LH* pitch accents in French. The authors of this study elicited a small corpus of less than 50 isolated sentences, as well as a paragraph corpus with a similarly small number of target sentences that were framed by syntactically and phonologically diverse
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context sentences. Although the target sentences in this procedure are equally carefully controlled as in all other studies on segmental anchoring, it is obvious that the limited size of the two corpora in combination with the context sentences in the paragraph corpus does not allow speakers to intensively train their pitch-accent productions. On this basis, the pitch-accent alignment in [13:110] showed “a fair amount of variability […] within and across speakers […], in contrast to the very stable ‘segmental anchors’ found for other languages”. This led to the assumption that tonal alignment in French is guided by wider anchoring areas in the segmental string rather than by specific segmental anchor points. Moreover, it is noted in [13] that “comparisons between the two corpora also reveal intra-speaker variability […]. There were almost no significant results for a given speaker that held across the two corpora”.

We will present evidence in the following that the degree of sentence-list training can indeed make the difference between anchoring and anchorage: German native speakers read 200 isolated sentences in two frequently used list conditions, a sentence-frame and a syntax-frame condition. We measured for blocks of 20 sentences, how the general sentence prosody and the alignment details of nuclear pitch-accent rises change across the reading tasks. We found a number of changes, including a successive reduction of the alignment variability of L and H by up to 85% from the initial to the final 20 sentences of a list.

2. Method

Creating and recording our sentence lists was done with reference to 3 independent variables: Elicitation condition (ELI), Target-Word Type (QUANT), and list-wise repetition (REP).

Elicitation condition (ELI) means that we prepared two lists of sentences, which differed in how the target words were framed. In the first list, i.e. in the sentence-frame condition, the sentences were all completely identical except for the sentence-final target word. The target word was realized after the classic syntactically declarative context precursor “Das nächste Wort ist ___” (The next word is __). In the second list of sentences, it was only the syntactic frame that remained constant across all sentences, whereas the words embedded in this frame varied. This construction principle, which we refer to as syntax-frame condition, is more similar those used by Arvaniti, Ladd, Xu, and others in previous studies of segmental anchoring. Our constant syntactic frame was syntactically declarative and constituted by a sequence of noun phrase, verb phrase (a single verb in 3rd pers. sg., present tense) and prepositional phrase. The latter phrase consisted of a preposition, an article, and – as in the first list – a sentence-final target word. Example sentences are “Die Woche beginnt am Montag” (The week starts on Monday) or “Die Mutter sitzt im Wagen” (The mother sits/waits in the car).

There were 20 target words and hence 20 sentences in each of the lists of the sentence-frame and syntax-frame conditions. All target words were similarly frequent German nouns. Moreover, all target words were disyllabic, with the initial CV(C) syllable bearing the lexical stress. When produced in the sentence contexts, the lexically stressed syllables were additionally associated with the nuclear pitch-accent rises whose alignment and segmental anchoring characteristics were analyzed. The pitch accents passed over into a steep terminal fall until the end of the utterance. Based on the variable QUANT, the target words fell into two groups. Ten target words had a short vowel in the stressed/accented syllable, followed by a voice-less obstruct in the syllable coda. The syllable onset was al-ways a voiced consonant. The other ten target words had a long vowel or a diphthong in the stressed/accented syllable. The long vowels or diphthongs were also preceded by a voiced consonant. If there was a codas consonant, it was also voiced.

The recruited speakers were 4 male and 5 female native speakers of German. They were between 23 and 39 years old and lived their whole life in Northern Germany. Most of them were good friends of the first author and students of Empirical Linguistics at the University of Kiel.

The recordings were made digitally (88.2 kHz, 24-bit) in separate sessions in the sound-treated Speech Lab of the Department of General Linguistics. At the beginning of each session, the speaker was seated in front of a computer monitor and instructed to read the target sentences, which would be displayed one by one on the screen, in the form of separate isolated utterances at normal (i.e. convenient) speaking rate and loudness levels. They were also told that there would be different types of sentences and that each sentence would occur several times during a session.

After all 20 sentences of a list had been realized, the list was presented again with a different randomization for a total of 10 times. The 10 differently randomized repetitions constituted the REP variable. A small break was inserted after each repetition. After the 10th repetition, a longer break was inserted, before the 20 sentences of the other list were read in 10 differently randomized repetitions. About half of the speakers started with the list of the sentence-frame condition. The other half started with the list of the syntax-frame condition.

Before the acoustic analyses were started, all recordings were resampled to 22 kHz and 16-bit. The measurements were taken in PRAAT (www.praat.org) using the default analysis settings. Two types of measurements were taken. The first type concerned general characteristics of sentence prosody. These included the overall duration and mean intensity of the sentences, as well as the intonational variability in terms of the standard deviations for the L and H alignments of the nuclear pitch-accent rises. The alignments of L and H were measured relative to those segmental landmarks whose relevance had been attested in many previous studies, cf. [14,15,16]. In the case of L, this is the accented-syllable onset. In the case of H, the accented-vowel onset served as segmental landmark. It must be noted that the general sentence characteristics were analyzed repetition wise. That is, the values of the 20 sentences of each repetition were integrated in means or standard deviations, which then served as input for further statistical analyses. Over and above the general characterizations of sentence prosody, the acoustic analysis also included some timing details of the nuclear pitch accent rises, such as the duration of the pitch-accent rise, the distance of L relative to the syllable onset, and the distances of H relative to the two boundaries of the accented vowel.

3. Results

3.1. General characteristics of sentence prosody

A three-way MANOVA was used to test the effects of the fixed factors Repetition (REP, 10 levels), Elicitation Condition (ELI, 2 levels) and Target-Word Type (QUANT, 2 levels) on the acoustic parameters sentence intensity, sentence duration, and intonational variability. The MANOVA yielded signific-
ant main effects of all three factors (REP: F[36,1280]=13.2, p<0.001, \(\eta^2=0.27\); ELI: F[4,317]=7.9, p<0.001, \(\eta^2=0.09\); QUANT: F[4,317]=480.4, p<0.001, \(\eta^2=0.86\)). The three-way interaction REP x ELI x QUANT was not significant.

The significant main effects primarily stem from sentence duration and intonational variability. The only significant difference in sentence intensity concerned the Target-Word Type and was due to the fact that sentences with long-vowel target words had a slightly (about 1 dB) higher intensity than sentences with short-vowel target words (F[1,320]=6.5, p<0.012, \(\eta^2=0.02\)). Sentence intensity varied between 50-60 dB.

Sentence durations were overall longer in the syntax-frame than in the sentence-frame condition (F[1,320]=29.3, p<0.001, \(\eta^2=0.08\)). A similar difference was found for the comparison of sentences with long-vowel and short-vowel target words (F[1,320]=16.5, p<0.001, \(\eta^2=0.05\)). Apart from these expectable findings that reflect intrinsic duration differences due to syntactic complexity or vowel quantity, sentence duration also decreases significantly the more often the blocks of 20 sentences were repeated (F[9,320]=5.9, p<0.001, \(\eta^2=0.14\)). However, this does not apply to the syntax-frame condition, whereas in the sentence-frame conditions, the sentences of repetition 10 are on average about 20% (or 500 ms) shorter than the sentences of repetition 1 for both target-word types. This differential effect of Elicitation Condition on sentence duration is reflected in the MANOVA in a significant interaction REP x ELI x QUANT (F[13,1280]=870.9, p<0.001, \(\eta^2=0.75\)). More specifically, as is exemplified in Figure 1, the difference in sentence duration was about 23-24 ms for all repetitions of repetition 10. T tests (df=89) with Bonferroni-corrected p values were used to compare the L and H alignments of the nuclear pitch accents between repetitions 1 and 10. The results are summarized in Table 1 and schematically illustrated in Figure 2.

Table 1: Mean durations of the nuclear pitch-accent rises (LH dur) and mean alignments of L relative to the syllable onset (minSyll) and of H relative to the vowel boundaries (maxVon, maxVoff) in repetitions 1 and 10; t-test statistics for comparisons of repetitions 1 and 10, displayed separately for elicitation condition and short-vowel or long-vowel target words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELI</th>
<th>QUANT</th>
<th>nucl. ris</th>
<th>REP.1</th>
<th>REP.10</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>LH dur</td>
<td>104.9</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>minSyll</td>
<td>-12.1</td>
<td>-9.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>maxVon</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>maxVoff</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>LH dur</td>
<td>145.8</td>
<td>127.1</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>minSyll</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>maxVon</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>maxVoff</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The nuclear pitch-accent rises in the sentence-frame condition, start in both repetitions immediately before the accented-syllable onset. However, the rises in repetition 10 were shorter than those in repetition 1. Taking into account that the sentences in the sentence-frame condition are produced about 20%
faster in repetition 10 than in repetition 1, it becomes understand- able why the nuclear H remained stably aligned about 40 ms after the accented-vowel onset (cf. Tab.1), despite the difference in rise duration, whereas the distance between H and the accented-vowel offset decreases at the same time significantly from repetition 1 to 10 (cf. Fig.2, top panels).

The intonational pattern is overall the same in the syntax-frame condition. But, since sentence durations in this elicitation condition do not decrease in the same way, the shorter rise durations in repetition 10 shift the H tone significantly closer to the accented-vowel onset and further away from the accented-vowel offset (cf. Fig.2, bottom panels).

4. Discussion
It is common scientific practice that not only the results of a study become subject of critical discussion, but also the method with which they were obtained. The key questions are those of external and ecological validity; for example, to what extent do research methods affect or change the studied objects, and do the analyzed objects (still) correspond to the intended objects? These questions have of course always played a role in phonetic research, and the last thing we want to imply is that phonetic researchers do not carefully select and apply their elicitation methods. On the other hand, it is probably not exaggerated to say that elicitation methods are primarily selected and applied on intuitive grounds. We have little, if any, empirical data that could tell us, how different elicitation methods or conditions (linguistic diversity and orthographic representation of reading material, amount of multi-modal contextualization, read or unscripted speech, table or head-mounted microphones, monologues or dialogues, physical presence or absence of a dialogue partner, etc.) affect the segmental and prosodic patterns that speakers produce, which method is to be preferred for which question, and how far we can push and vary our methods before we create artifacts. Against this background, our study is an attempt to initiate a separate methodology-oriented line of phonetic research. An integral part of such a line of research is that speakers are not compared two frequent types of sentence-list elicitation methods by means of German speakers. Firstly, we found in terms of general prosodic characteristics that the sentence-frame method (based on the carrier sentence “The next word is ___”) causes a considerable decrease in sentence duration, which is due to an increase in speaking rate. The final 20 sentences were uttered about 20 % faster than the initial 20 sentences of the list. This elicitation effect was not found for the syntax-frame method, probably due to the greater diversity of this reading task, in which the carrier sentences were just analogously constructed, but not identical. Secondly, we found for both elicitation methods a drastic reduction in the variability of the alignment of the nuclear pitch-accent rises. For the short-vowel target words, rise onset (L) and rise offset (H) in the final 20 sentences were up to 85 % more stably aligned relative to the onsets of the accented-syllable (L) or the accented-vowel (H) than in the initial 20 sentences. For the long-vowel target words, the variability reduction across the reading tasks still amounted to about 50 %.

It is true that most studies on segmental anchoring actually analyzed prenuclear pitch accents instead of the nuclear accents that we analyzed here. However, we think that this point is irrelevant. The stabilizing effect that we found for L and H across the ten repetitions is not predicted by segmental anchoring, irrespective of where in the intonation phrase the pitch accent is located. If segmental anchoring was a basic force in pitch-accent production, reflecting phonological structure, then there should be a high precision and invariance in L and H alignment from the first sentence onwards.

So, in addition to recent critical discussions about segmental anchoring in [10,11,12], our finding suggests that segmental anchoring is primarily a training effect, created or at least considerably facilitated by the continuous elicitation of isolated and phonetically highly controlled sentences, which reduce speech production from a means of social interaction and information transfer to a monotonous muscular exercise. The alignment details of the analyzed nuclear pitch accents point in the same direction. In the sentence-frame condition, the sentences with a higher speaking rate show shorter pitch-accent rises so that L and H can maintain their relative distances to the syllable or vowel onsets. However, the pitch-accent rises are also shorter in the syntax-frame condition, despite the constant speaking rate in this condition. Therefore, it seems doubtful that the shorter rise duration in the sentence-frame condition reflects segmental anchoring. Rather, it is reasonable to assume that the shorter rises in both conditions are merely a by-product of the sentence-list training, which increases not just the precision, but also the speed of muscular movements, including those that underlie the production of F0. On the whole, the alignment details of L and H agree well with previous findings on Northern Standard German [15,18,20].

In summary, returning to the terminology of [13]: sentence-list elicitation can turn an anchorage area into an anchor point for intonational targets. Note that this conclusion stresses at the same time that timing phenomena like the temporal coordination among pitch-accent targets and systematic alignment differences between pitch-accent categories do of course exist, and that this more general understanding of segmental anchoring is in no way undermined by our findings. The main stabilization of the alignment of L and H occurred after the second repetition, i.e. after the 40th sentence. This agrees well with the fact that studies that analyzed less or only slightly more than 40 read-speech sentences still found a high degree of pitch-accent variability [13], including a trade-off between alignment and shape properties which can easily mask grand means [17]. Since also the increase in speaking rate in the sentence-frame condition set in after the 40th sentence, we think that lists of isolated sentences are still a suitable elicitation method as long as the lists are kept short enough. Whether measures like contextualization or a physically present addressee allow longer lists must be tested in follow-up studies.

Furthermore, our findings suggest that sentence-frame elicitation may be a proper means to analyze target words at different speaking rates. Eliciting a fast rate by asking speakers to produce utterances “as fast as they can” is a questionable strategy, since it is likely to induce mental stress, which then interferes with the analyzed speech production patterns. In fact, a raised F0 level, which is frequently noted in the analysis of deliberately fast utterances, is a typical feature of speech under mental stress [19]. This is another example, how necessary and worth-while it will be to learn more in future studies about the advantages and limitations of the elicitation tasks that we use.
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